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DevRel Judo

– Understanding VMware

– Understanding Developer Relations
• What does it seek to do? 

• Understanding your audience

– How is DevRel typically structured?

• Dedicated; Pros & Cons

– How are these functions handled at VMware?
• Distributed DevRel; Pros and Cons

– Can Distributed DevRel work?

• What’s needed to be successful
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About VMware…

• From the outside:

– Pioneers in virtualization 

• compute, storage, and network

– Cloud infrastructure company

– ~97% of Fortune 1000

– ~15k employees worldwide

– $7B+ annual revenue

• From the inside:

– Highly innovative & independent business units (silos)

– Developer Schizophrenia

• Some question whether we need developer relations (spun out Pivotal for that, right?)

• Others ask us for help getting their APIs distributed, promoted, etc.

– Solid organization/structure to support Partners, but not Developers
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Simple but Powerful
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3. Your Strategy
How to get there

2. Your Goal
Where you want to be

1. Current Situation
Where you are



Kano Jiguro’s “…individual circumstances”

• Ecosystem Engineering  Central Engineering  ROCS (R&D 
Operations and Central Services)

– Release Engineering, Globalization, Information Experience (aka 
Documentation), Ecosystem Services, and Ecosystem Tooling

• One of a few horizontal organizations within VMware, but roll up under 
same Sr. exec as all product business units

• We’re the team responsible for our Partner Ecosystem

– Partner programs  access & support for gated SDKs and APIs

– Own partner portal for developer access

– Own the product certification programs

– Own the VMware Compatibility Guide

– Great central location from which to drive a grass-roots global developer unification 
effort 
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Our Problems to Solve  (view from one year ago)

• Over a dozen separate VMware portals where developers can find 
information to help them build on or integrate with our platform

– Technology Partners (“Developer Center”)

– Acquisitions (for instance, AirWatch)

– Ambitious Product teams (Cloud Native, Photon)

– Corporate Marketing

– Channel & Partner Alliances organizations

• 3 separate efforts across the company to build marketplaces to help 
promote 3rd party integrations (not counting the SaaS ones!)

• High touch partner programs, but nothing for developers

• Poor reputation in Open Source community with increasing strategic need 
for this to NOT be the case
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ROCS Developer Initiatives for 2017

Four unification initiatives, all consistent with ROCS’ mission of 
investing and innovating in centralized tools, programs, and services 

that allow our fellow business units to focus on product innovation and 
not replicate common infrastructure

Unified 

Developer 

Portal

Unified 

OSS 

Initiative

Unified 

Marketplace 

Service

Unified 

Developer 

Program

Integrates all 
developer web 

properties into a 
single web portal so 

developers and 
technology partners 
can easily find and 

access all the 
resources they need

Provides a single, 
consistent, service for 
technology partners, 
developers, and our 

product teams to 
host/offer product 
extensions and 
integrations to 

customers

Provides an 
accessible means for 

developers and 
technology partners to 

get access to 
VMware’s public APIs, 

sample code, 
newsletters, events, 

and more

Ensures that as we 
attract and engage 

with developers of all 
types through our 

portal, marketplace, 
and program, we 

provide consistent 
messaging and links to 
VMware’s OSS efforts

VMware {code}



Only One Problem:
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But all the necessary pieces ARE available in the company somewhere

If there’s a will, there’s a way…



Understanding Developer Relations…

• Typically a horizontal / separate organization

• Its business objective is to evangelize, grow, and support 3rd party 
“developers” that add value to company’s platform / ecosystem

• Dev Portal, Dev Program, Tech Support, Information, Events, Forums…

• Companies across all industries have DevRel teams:

– Traditional: MSFT, IBM, Apple, Samsung, AT&T

– Cloud: Amazon, Google, Salesforce, Oracle, 

– Hardware: Cisco, Intel, AMD, Nvidia, 

– Software: Facebook, Twitter, Evernote, Intuit, Adobe, SAP

– Developer: GutHub, Atlassian, Docker, Slack, Mulesoft, Embarcadero, 

– Non-traditional: Ford, Uber, Walgreens, Mastercard

– Startups…
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Understanding Your Developers

• What value does your platform offer? 

• Who benefits from this value?

• How does it compare competitively?

• How do you help them be successful?

• Listen to them

• Partner Survey (we do an annual survey at VMware)

• Customer Developer & Partner support tickets

• Events (mostly small, no dedicated developer conference)

• Developer Forums, Blogs, Social Media, Slack

• “Design partner” engagements
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VMware’s Developers
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• Traditional app developers (iOS, 

Android for mobile, or Windows/Mac 

desktop, etc.)

• Cloud developers (SaaS apps on 

AWS, IBM, Azure, Google, etc.)

• Hardware developers: 

(drivers/platform devs for Cisco, Intel, 

Dell, Nvidia, Broadcom, etc.)

• DevOps developers: Chef, Puppet 

Labs, Ansible, GutHub, Atlassian, 

Docker, Hashicorp, Saltstack, Jenkins, 

Kubernetes, OpenStack, Mesos, 

JFrog, etc.

Storage

Compute Management

MobilityNetwork & Security

vCloudAirIntegration



A Typical DevRel Organization (for example)
Composed of 4 areas of expertise
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Developer Relations

Developer 

Operations

– Manages the 
developer portal 
infrastructure

– Responsible for 
Marketplace 
infrastructure

– Site analytics

Developer Support 

Engineering

– Works closely 
with key 
developer 
partners, 

– engages in 
support forums, 

– Creates content 
for Dev Marketing 
(blogs, samples, 
etc.)

Developer 

Marketing

– Manages and promotes 
global events, speaking 
engagements, PR

– Developer Program 
(onboarding, tiers, …)

– Supports devs/ISVs 
with GTM (joint 
releases, co-branding, 
lead generation, 
Marketplace promotion, 
Social Media…)

Developer 

Evangelism

– A mobile and distributed 
team of highly social 
developer experts 

– Speak at developer 
events, run hackathons, 
host meetups, and 
actively demonstrate the 
value of the platform.  

– Author blogs, demo 
videos, Webinars, 



A Typical DevRel Organization
Pros and Cons…
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Developer Relations

Developer 

Operations

Developer 

Support 

Engineering

Developer 

Marketing

Developer 

Evangelism

Pros

Single, focused team

Dedicated resources

Clear ownership and responsibilities

Predictable budget

Cons

Separated from core product teams

Less connected w/ biz & product strategy

Need experts in all product areas

Work hard to stay up on latest APIs, etc.



Developer Relations

Developer 

Marketing

Developer Support 

Engineering

Developer 

Operations

Developer 

Evangelism

A Typical DevRel Organization
VMware’s Distributed DevRel
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– Manages the 
developer portal 
infrastructure

– Responsible for 
Marketplace 
infrastructure

– Site analytics

– Works closely 
with key 
developer 
partners, 

– engages in 
support forums, 

– Creates content 
for Dev Marketing 
(blogs, samples, 
etc.)

– Manages and promotes 
global events, speaking 
engagements, PR 

– Developer Program 
(onboarding, tiers, …)

– Supports devs/ISVs 
with GTM (joint 
releases, co-branding, 
lead generation, 
Marketplace promotion, 
Social Media…)

– A mobile and distributed 
team of highly social 
developer experts 

– Speak at developer 
events, run hackathons, 
host meetups, and 
actively demonstrate the 
value of the platform.  

– Author blogs, demo 
videos, Webinars, 

ROCS

Ecosystem Tools
Partners / AlliancesDigital Marketing Business Units

Business Units
Business Units



Observations & Next Steps (1)

1. VMware had distributed the DevRel functions across many separate 
groups/BU’s, and these were not coordinated very well which aversely 
affects our developers

– Identify necessary skills and abilities in other organizations that have 
common vision

– Build a virtual DevRel team with clear owners & responsibilities (i.e., 
marketing, alliances, product teams, support)

– Create a means for this team to communicate (Socialcast, Slack) and 
maintain periodic, cross-org DevRel communications & updates

– Continue to remove duplication (dev portals done, marketplaces in progress.  
Dev Program next)

– Educate, Educate, Educate
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Observations & Next Steps (2)

2. We have duplication in Developer Programs that confuses developers

– Working across BU’s to define & build a single developer program that enables all 
groups the ability to grow & support  their 3rd party developer ecosystem

3. We have no coverage for Evangelism & Developer Advocacy

– Still working on this one.  Seeking to leverage natural developer advocates on the 
product teams

– Community leaders and OSS Contributors

– Exploring our “vExpert” members for developer talent (these are IT Admins)
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A Distributed DevRel Organization
Pros & Cons…
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Cons

Distributed team, harder to maintain focus

Have no control over resources (gaps?)

Ownership less clear (duplication?)

Limited budget

Requires buy-in and more communication

Pros

Directly leverage core product teams

Connected w/ biz & product strategy

Always have experts in all product areas

Always current on latest APIs, etc.

Costs less

Developer 

Relations

Developer 

Marketing

Developer 

Support 

Engineerin

g

Developer 

Operations

Developer 

Evangelis

m

R&D Ops/ 

Ecosystem 

Tools

Partners / 

Alliances

Business 

Units
Digital 

Marketing

Business 

Units

Business 

Units



Can Distributed Developer Relations Work?

• Yes, and it has many advantages

• Key Success Factors:

1. Requires business justification to secure necessary resources

2. Need organizational mandate (who is the leader, and why?)

3. Need executive sponsorship (higher the better)

4. Need to add real value to product teams (ecosystem analytics)

5. Must earn trust of product teams (fast responses, formal SLA)

6. Must have cooperative business partners (company culture)

7. Must have a lot of patience to do a lot of road-shows & demos 
(orgs change a lot & people have short memories)
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